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Women's Conference

Germaine Greer mourns ~human ecology'

',

t' . ,

;;NO ONE should be in a unive;sit y for more than ten years,"
says Germaine Greer. "After that reality has got to impinge."
The controversial author and educator spoke at Northeastern last
week. [Photo by Paul Manda]

ean e
an
space wi hln t e pe ·o o a
Paula Levy
marriage, she said, "sibling
"This university is remar- behavior would be unknown to
kable for the number and t hem." The only relationships
scope of Women's Studies children would have with ot her
programs here," famous femi- children their own age would
nist Germaine Greer told a be at school, and "we already
UNI auditorium audience du- know how diabolical our schoring the Midwest Conference ols are," she said.
on Women's Programs in
Greer t hen talked about the
Higher Education, held Nove- fact that many people simply
. n:ber 7 and 8 at Northeastern.
don't , want to have children.
The two-day meeting consisted ~ "Some people just don't like
of various workshops dealing children," she pointed out.
with everything from minority " Children are not nice people,
women to t he role of men in by and large, because of the
women's · programs. Guest way we've trea ted them . . .
speakers in addition to Ger- It's just as wrong for a
maine Greer were poet Nikki government to coerce people to
Giovanni and newscaster Jorie have children as it is not to
Lueloff.
have them."
"It is my belief," Greer
On the subjects of abortion
began, " th~t population poli- and pregnancy, Greer said that
tics will be the politics of the "hardly any countries have
future. We, may see wars agreed to give a woman
fought over population. We abortion on demand. Yet stahave already seen attempts to tistics show that the only
force population control on effective way to lower the birth
·countries."
rate is to liberalize abortion.
Greer spoke on the rights of Contraceptives don't seem to
individuals to decide how make µmch difference . .. .
many children they want to "What We are dealing with is
have in t heir families. "What the desperate attempt of a
· are you going to do if the woman to regulate her own
government says you are to system." She noted that
have two .children whether you "most of the girls who get ·
want to or not?" she asked . " . pregnant in this university
. . I kno~ that if you make this year will be pregnant
childbearing a crime there will because t hey could not make a
be people who will die for the decision on ·bow to control
right to bear children."
their sexual activity."
Referring to t he current
" Speed is the essence of
theories on limiting the abortion,'' Greer stated.· "The
amount of children per family longer you 're pregnant the
as a form of population con- more you and your body get
trol, Greer spoke with disgust ready for an experience you
of t he " dreary uniformity" of a don 't want to have. La te
world full of two-child families. abortions are a crime against
If these children were well women."
y

Women who want abortions
eventually get
them
whether they are legal or not .
"Abortion is never a matter of
preference," Greer insisted.
"It's a matter of absolute
necessity." " A child," she
said, " should not be a punishment for human error. No one
should have to look at t heir
child and think, 'This is a
human error'."
" Human ecology," Greer declared, "is in a great a turmoil
as vegetable or terrestial ecology. " Comparing the surplus of
food in western countries and
t he growing starvation in the
Third World, she charged that
Western nations are more
interested in limiting the population of poorer countries t han
in setting up 11 fairer distribution of goods. "What we really
don 't like about the Third
World is that there's anybody

in it at all." According to
Greer, the Western governments' treatment of Third
World peoples is "more hideous behavior than Hitler ever
envisioned."
"We could learn t hings from
the nations we're attemp ting
to change," she said, "but our
own fascism is so myopic in
these instances that we will
fail, and we will . deserve to
fail. "

nothing happened to him. H e
was richer than I was." Rape
cases will not be tried fairly
and convictions w ill be almost
impossible to obtain, she believes, until rape is classified
as a lesser crime. The banning
of character evidence concerning the woman who is attacked will also improve the trying
of such cases. "Even prostit utes can be raped," she said.
A male member of t he
audience asked Greer for sugDuring the • discussion per- gestions in helping to raise the
iod, one woman brought up t he
consciousness of men. " I've
issue of court handling of rape
never succeeded in raising a
cases. "The crime itself grows . man's conscious," she admitout of t he way women have
ted. " I've just taught him
always been t reated as com- what to say and what not to
modities ,"
Greer
replied. say. : . but that's not real
" Rape is often an extension of empathy. " When a woman is .
robbery .. . I was raped by a
living with a man, explained
man who was simply mad as a
Greer, it's relatively • easy to
March hare. He should have
[continued on page 3]
been shot, but of course

t'
by Jean Ikezoe
Famed poet Nikki Giovanni
was the first. of three wellknown 'women to lecture a t t he
Midwest Conference on, W omen's P rograms in Higher
Education.
" I 've been dying to get
here," Giovanni stated as she
got on stage. During · her
hour-long lecture she gave her ·
views on many subjects and
read several of the poems that
have made her famous.
Giovanni told her audience
that in 1964, when she was
firs t old enough, to vote, she
voted Republican. " This time I
voted a straight Democratic
ticket," she remarked, "I think
it would be crazy to let those
Republicans go on with inflation the way it is."
"I was personally disappointed in Gloria Steinem,"
NIKKI GIOVANNI gives Northeastern a taste of both poetry
Giovanni said, " because she
and prose. [Photo by Paul Manda]
didn't go to Boston_" during
the recent busing riots. She
can change t hings if they 'want
power involved. "
stated that Steinem should
to.
Giovanni also mentioned
have told her " white sisters to
On the subject of the melformer
President Nixon. " I
stop spitting on black chilting pot theory, Giovanni
hate
Nixon,"
she told the
dren." " I think white women
stated ," that whole American
audience. " I picked up the
deserve more than what Gloria
melting pot theory is really
paper and was happy to see
Steinem is giving them." Gioquite sick. It robs everyone" of
that his lung had collapsed. "
vanni said that Steinem is · their individual identity.
Speaking about men, she
quick to give support to causes
When speaking on politics,
stated, " I think men are
which will help sell her "Ms.
she, definitely had her own
sensitive. One thing good
Magazine" but will not give · s trong point of view. She
abou
t Women's Lib is that it' ll
support to many other imporcriticized President Ford's nofree men."
tant issues.
mination of Rockefeller by
She mentioned her surprise saying it " was sick. "
Giovanni read a poem about
to find that the word city is
As for Kissinger, she said
the black revolution and joked ,
derived from the word citizen she was amazed that he was
" Black women will do what
and not vice versa. She said married and quipped, " Somethey're asked, but they'll do it
that t his shows t hat " we are body will actually sleep with
in such a nasty way you 're
the system," and t hat people somebody if t here's enough
sorry you asked. "
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ATTENTION ALL PRINT STAFF MEMBERS:

:
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Elections for editorial positions will be held on
Tues. November. 19 at 1:00 p.m. in E-214. Be there!

:

••:

:
Aud. blaze ''not very fu~ny'' ............................................:.
Dear Editor,
I guess this letter is rea}Jy
geared for Pat O'Brien who
wrote the article about the fire
during Ted Nugent. I'd just
like to say that he must have
talked to some real jerks to
come up with an article like ,
that. I felt that it was only fair
to defend those who discovered
and Jle put . out the fire'. The
.real facts are these:

About half way through the
concert, we in the projection
booth running lights & spots,
smelt_something different from
the other smells in the auditorium. We decided to check
outside the booth. The hall
smelt from quite a bit of
smoke, but we couldn't figure
out where the fire was. As we
went back in the booth to call
security, we discovered smoke .
coming under the janitor's
room door. My boss ran to find
one of the janitors & security,
to get the door open. He also
picked up a fire extinguisher
on the way. If it was an
electrical fire, which it wasn't,
a CO 2 extinguisher could be
taken from the booth, where
there is one stored.

After opening the door,
smoke' immediately filled the
hall and projection booth.
Discovered burning were some
mops and 2 tables. My boss
went in with the fire' extinguisher and put the fire out in
about 2 minutes. The fire
department was called as a
precautionary measure. I am
sure that Mr. O'Brien would
have appreciated the fire department' s appearance if we
were not able to control the
fire.

I really resent the fact that
Mr. O'Brien thought the whole
experience very amtfsing. I
really wish he was up in that
booth, trying to keep a show

running smoothly when you
couldn't even see your hand in
front of your face. We each
had to take turns going outside so we could breahe. I
really don't find that very ·
funny.

There were a lot of ·people
who took a lot of chances just
to protect people like you.
Next time you are at a scene of
some importance, try and find
some real answers from people
involved, not some Andy Frain
that is terrified of everything.
By the way, the pictures were
really nice, but too bad the
article was so fictionary.
Angrily yours,
M. McVey

.

More on Hild retention
Dear Editor:
The recent struggle here at
Northeastern over whether
Prof. Harry Hild would continue serving the needs of
many students, or be dumped
by the English Dept. is something we can draw some
important lessons from. Prof.
Hild has helped develop a
program - the English Language Workshop - which has
obviously benefited many Latin and other students. The
administration at Northeastern has proved itself to be no
exception to the inadequate
educational institutions that
are part and parcel of the :
oppressive system we live
under. They (the administration) clearly disapproved of
Hild's program, as rp.ost uni-

.

.

versity and other institutions
do with similar programs that
have generally served the
needs of national minority
people. (Black and Latin
studies as well as various
financial aid programs. )
The main point is though,
that because many students of all nationalities - united
around keeping Prof. Hild and
his program here at UNI, and
militantly demonstrated our
anger and determination over
their attempt at sacking him,
Prof. Hild will remain here at
Northeastern. This is the kind
of unity and action that we
should rely on in struggling for ·
our needs and demands in the
future
David Shapiro
Revolutionary
Student Brigade

huia111bo
rafiki
....froni.Ni,:eria. Ir is belie1·ed to symbolize Unity.

Caucus meets with admin. The Print . is the campus
newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
University. Published weekly, this
paper is paid for by student fees
and is largely the work of
Northeastern students. Material
published herein is not to be
confus~d with views expressed by
the University administration. Print
is loc;ated in E-214, phone 583-4050,
ext. 459.
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Pezzetta, Mary Robandt, George
Sawyn, Miguel Sola, George Tafelski, Robert Trahan, Robin
Trilling, Doug Widowski, Nancy
Wilson, Joe Wynn
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Efficient Reading

is our specialty
Center for Effective
Communication

110 S. Dearborn
263-1980

State approved

DELORES TAYLOR
and TOM LAUGHLIN

Starring

Gets Better Grades
Improving Comprehension

Faculty Consultant: Ely Liebow

again

The letter, sent by the Black Caucus to the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, again brought forth some of the
serious problems, which hopefully, with light shed upon them will
be diminished or eased at a more rapid pace. Some of these
problems, such as financial aid,: adequate staff for the
Educational Assistance Program, incidents with Security and
other departments,' including Health Service, are not new and
have been brought to the attention of the Administration several
times prior to t he HEW letter. Apparently, little concern has
been shown, since the situations still exist .
One would think the pressures of attempting to get an
education by those that are usually lacking in the needed funds
would be enough, but many have to deal with the additional
pressures of inhumane treatment, whether subtle or overt.
Unfortunately, this usually affects the less vocal and quietly
unassuming students more frequently than it does the rest.
Some interestng points were made and/ or re-made at the recent
Administration and Black Caucus meeting on las.t Friday. We
certainly would like to see some visible evidence that the areas
discussed, will show signs of immediate improvement. Mr.
William Speller made a very true statement, at that meeting,
when he said that educational ventures are often seen as the last
resort for many who seek to upgrade their lifestyle. People that
are, often, already overloaded with pressures are not the best
people with whom to play games .
During times such as these, it does us well to see the positive
images being projected through our people such as Steven and
Alpha Dortch, Michael Mayberry, and many, many others who
prove that the students come first. The "many, many others"
include the dedicated students who assist with the fourteen
weekly group and tutoring sessions in the understaffed E.A.P.

· Thousands of Topics
$2.75 _per page
Send for your up-tHate, 160-J)age,
mail ordef catalog. Enclose SI.DO
to cover postage -(delivery time is
l to 2 days).
·

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE; INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE ::2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213' 477-8474 or 477-549-3
Our· research material is sold for
reseirch assistance only.

:·

.
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Lueloff ~elates gains /o~
Women in broadcasting
by Paula Levy
"We have come a long
way," NBC newscaster Jorie
Lueloff told participants in the
Women's C9nference in an
after-dinner talk on 'Women in
Television', held November 7
in UNI' s North Dining Hall.
Lueloff described the frustration of being a token woman in
broadcasting during her early
days in television. "They were
thrilled to have me," she
explained, "but they didn't
know what to do with me."
She was asked to cover fashion
shows, personality interviews,
and other "soft" assignments.
"When riots broke out on the
West Side, not only did they
not assign me the story," she
smiled, "but they forbid me to
go anywhere .near the West
Side, even after work."
Times, it seems, are changing. "In our newsroom today
there is absolutely no discrimination, "
Lueloff
stated.
"Channel 5 has women reporters, t.echnicians, assignment
·editors, audio engineers, alld
producers . . . Chicago is very
lucky - it has gone beyond
the token stage."
Few women, however, have
broken the business barrier.
TV sales managers are still
almost totally male. "Until
women get into sales," said
Lueloff, "They're not really
going to call the shots."
Lueloff believes that women
outside of TV are beginning to
use the medium · to their

advantage. The citizens Action
Program (CAP), one of Chicago's major citizens' groups,
was organized to a great
. extent by housewive~, who,
according to Lueloff, not only
have_ the inclination to do
something about society's injustices, but the time as well.
CAP is one protest group that
has "learned the secret of
getting good TV coverage,''
she said. "When they come t'o
us with a story, they really
have the facts. They f don't
pester us with something that
won't turn out."
NEWSFIVE-NEWSFEED,
an audjence feedback program
conceived by Lueloff and UNI
professor Jean Gillies, has .also
been tapping the mood of the
people at the other end of the
TV set. Lueloff's first question
to the TV audience concerned
the needs of mature women
returning to college. "I was
really nervous," Lueloff admitted. "All of us at NBC
wondered what we would do if
only four or five people called." About a hundred people
responded to the question, and
the next query , a survey on
the possibility of legislation
reinstating the sale of meat
after 6pm, generated three
thousand calls. Only 76 of the
callers were against such legislation. "The results of the
survey will be conveyed to
Illinois lawmakers. We'll report back to the public," said
Lueloff, "exactly what our

available at the service desk :

Northeastern
Book Nook
mail-order for $2.30 from:

Infor women
P.O. Box 1727
Chicago, Ill. 60690
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lawmakers
about it."

do or don't do

What has Lueloff found that
employers look for in young
people going into journalistic
fields? "A college degree is
important in actually getting
the job," she told the PRINT,
"but there's nothing like practical experience." Lueloff herself majored in political syience
and international affairs and
minored in psychology. "I
started out as a secretary with
the CIA. It sounds so sinister
now," she mused, " but it
didn't seem so at the time.
Later I wanted to see how the
outside world gathered information." She became a writer
for Associated Press after a
less than pleasant experience

•
::.t

a:f

.
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"In our newsroom today there is absolutely no discrimination"
comments newswoman Jorie Lueloff. [Photo by Paul Manda]

with NEWSWEEK. "I applied
for a job and they told me I
could be a researcher. I looked
at all the editors runnin~
around and asked what I
might be able to do beyond

research. 'Nothing', they said,
'you're a woman.' That was
eleven years ago."
It's nice to know that at
least one of us has come a long
way.

Collective bargaining comes thru·
by George Tafelski
have no leverage in this
Collective bargaining is
coming to Northeastern and . respect. Also, at other schools
teachers with comparable dethe four other four-year univergrees earn more money than
sities in the Board of Governors system in Illinois. During ·teachers here."
" Secondly, the Board of
October, teachers at the five
Governors has indicated it is
universities voted overwhelmmoving toward abolishing teingly in favor of collective
nure by proclaiming a moratobargaining and faculty union. rium on tenure.''
ization.
"Tenure is the only form of
The other four schools are
job security that a teacher has.
Chicago State University,
Without it a teacher can, be
Governors State University in
dismissed almost at will bePark Forest South, Eastern
cause
the
administration
Illinois University in Charlesdoesn't have to give grounds
ton, and Wes tern Illinois
for , a dismissal (to a teach
University in Macomb.
without tenure,). "Collective
· Statewide, the vote was
bargaining could guarantee te1308 in favor, 243 against, and
nure through a written agre360 did not vote. The vote at
ement that both parties would
Northeastern was 202 in favor,
abide by."
23 against and 93 not voting.
As far as faculty power in
But membership in AFT local
decision making is concerned,
2123 here at Northeastern has
Dr. Schmid said, "All the
grown from 65 to lJD since late
faculty committees are advisoSeptember.
ry. The faculty doesn't have an
The current situation at
organization powerful enough
Northeastern, according to Dr.
to back up decisions of · the
Margaret Schmid, the newlycommittees."
elected president of the UNI
"Right now the school is run
chapter of the AFT, is this:
like
a business. The adminis"First of all the salaries go up
tration are the executives.
too slowly and the faculty

Faculty are the lower-level
management. And you, the
students, are the products. "
She went on, "Each teacher
and department is allocated
funds on the basis of credit
hour production, which is the
number of students multiplied
by the number of credit hours ·
for - that course. The more
credit hour production a department has, the more money
they get."
Dr. Schmid also indicated
that the fringe benefits are
below standard as compared .
with other professions.
" The retirement system is ·
not solvent over the long run
because the state ·legislature
won't fund one. We (the
teachers) need an effective
political force which collective
bargaining would provide. ''
In order to show their desire
for collective bargaining, many
teachers fro'm UNI and the
other schools will attend the
BOG meeting at Chicago State
on Thursday, November 21, 9
- 12 a.m. where the Council of
Faculties will make a presentation on this subject.

Germaine Greer
[continued from page 1]

arrive at the point where he'll
say 'Sure, I'll do t he dishes'.
The problem is coping with
, him "walking around all day
with a halo over his head
because he washed a dish".
" You can only examine your
own conscious," Greer obser-

ved . "Men are going to have to
raise their own consciousness .
.. and what's teaching men
more than anything else is the
traumas they're having with
women."
As forher . own feelings,
" men have become trivial to
me," she said. " They're not all
there is - they're only part of

SALESPERSONS
Jewelry - Camera - Stereo Depts.

PART TIME or FULL TIME
Experience helpful but not required. Attractive o~enings ·
for inside sales for bright, alert college "guys and gals."
Good compensation and benefits. Flexible schedule available.
Apply 4810 N. Pulaski, Monday-Friday from 9 am to 5 pm
or call 286-2544.

•

FIRST DEPARTMENT STORE

it. I think I feel about men the
way men feel about women. I ·
hope it's a temporary state,
but it's probably a necessary .
one. There's not a man who
can keep me from my work,"
Greer declared, generating a
murmur of approval from the
crowd, "not any more."
Squirming with delight, a
middle-aged woman waved her
hand for recognition. "I want
to thank you, " she said , " for
verbalizing what I've been
feeling for so long.''
. Greer glanced at her watch and smiled. "Perhaps I've ·
been verbalizing a bit too
much," she apologized. But
the throng that rose to its feet
_with a roar of applause didn't
seem to think so.
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"Fantastic new course"
-

-

all.n Ounce.-ents

· P.I.E. gets diplomatic

by Jeff Clever
Dr. Asad Husain and Dr.
Reynold Feldman have teamed
up to present a new P.I.E .
THE UNI CONCERT BAND, under t he direction of Dr. Edgar
seminar course in diplomacy.
Gangware, will hold its fall concert on Wednesday, November 20,
This course is perhaps t he
at 8 :00 pm. The concert, entitled "We Believe In Music," will be,.
most unique and beneficial to
held in the auditorium and is free. A wide range of talents will
bot h the students and the
perform including t he J azz Ensemble, Brass Choir, Chamber
public relations of this universingers, and several ethnic dance groups. Anyone interested in
sity.
hearing some excellent music is invited to attend.
The main a t traction for the
course are visiting diploma ts.
GUEST SPEAKER Reverend Robert L. House will give a
Dr. Feldman's personal conlecture on November 21, at 1:00pm in 1-001. The topic of his
tact with some has facilitated
speech will be "An Insider's View of Prison Life." Reverend
arrangements for their apHouse, pastor of Wesley United Methodist Church, is a former
pea,rance. Students in the
inmate of Pontiac State Prison, who has gone on to becoming an
course, which is limited to 25,
ordajned minister. The speech is open to the public.
will have background reading
THE INSTITUTE OF ADULTHOOD of UNI begins its. in books written by notable
diplomats. "The payoff for the
_social/educational evening meetings on Monday, November 18 at
7:00pm, with the presentation of "Ikiru" (To live). The film is
students is that they've read
considered to be the greatest film of Japanese film director Akira
the material and then they can ·
Kurosawa. The film will be shown in Lecture Haq 1 in the Science
sit there for two hours and ask
Builcling ;md admission will be 754 for members of the Institute _questions concerning the prob- ·
of· Adulthood and $1.00 for the general public.
lems of being a diplomat," ·
says Dr. Feldman.
Jerry Olsen, P .I.E. coordinaTHE STUDENT SENATE ~nnounces that there is a
tor,
was especially enthusias_tic .
vacancy on the Student Fees and Allocations Committee. All
about
the possibilities in media ,.
persons interested in filling the vacancy should submit thier
name to the Student Senate Office, E-205 S. The Student Senate · presentation. There have been ·
will hold its next meeting on November 18, at 7:00 pm in the talks with WTTW about getting television studios and
classroom building (0-006).
coverage. Obviously this ·could
CLASSICAL GUITARIST Michael Lorimer will perform in
the UNI auditorium on Thursday, November 21 at 8:00 pm.
Lorimer, a student of Andres Segovia, has a wide repertoire
· which includes traditional concertos and solo works as well as
11
contemporary pieces. Plan to come Thursday night and hear this
outstanding guitarist. Admission is free.

""'*·~'.illlt«-,

,,.

From left to right, Dr. Asad Husain, Dr. Reynold Feldman and .
P.I.E. coordinator Jerry Olsen discuss the details of the new
course.[Photo by Peg Gorman]

present a new image of UNI ,
and stimulate further programs in this direction.
Among those mentioned were
exchange programs for both
students and teachers.
Response, however, has been
minimal. "The discouraging
thing is that only one student
has signed UI?_. "Here's this
fantastic course with foreign

diplomats coming to UNI and
nobody seems to know about
it!" Olson exclaimed. Today is
the last day for registra tion
and CPD and PIE both encourage any student who has
not yet registered to get
involved in this unique program. "I don't know of any
school t hat has courses of this
nature," said Husain.

commentary

Bye bye Miss American Pie

1

~

by Jeff Clever
how people always seem to be sick when they
There was a funeral on Tues., Nov. 5. Some of
pull their door curtain aside 1 inch and look at
us were participating as pallbearers, some
you with one eye and sound like they are talking
looked on and mourned. Others, alluding to
double- time through a muffler.
some kind of a blind faith cure hoped for a last
However, the individual standouts are easy to
minute revival. The funny thing about the
document. The Great Silent Majority didn't _
funeral is that we didn't even know it WAS a
appear until after the polls closed at 6 p.m.
th e results are tallied. For there was a
funeral
we
call
it
an
election.
when
DR. MARTIN STEIGMAN, Associate Professor of Special
The
guest
list
was
long,
over
100
million.
majority
indeed between those who didn 't vote
Education at UNI, will discuss "Behavior Modification Principles ·
in Working with Hyperactive Children" on radio station WBEZ Regardless of what we did that day, we all and those who see~ed to be so tired that they
signed it. And many eloquent eulogies were could only pull one party lever.
from 8:30 to 8:45 a.m., December 11 and 13.
written, it is estimated that 68% of those
Partisan politics , blind prejudice, little
ART ASSEMBLAGE is sponsoring Life Drawing Workshops, registered on the guest list were kind enough to · th0 ught and memory or the lack of these virtues
every Thursday from 5pm. to 7pm. in B-133. All those interested
chip out a little on the tomb stone.
were some of the factors involved in the people's
in improving t heir drawing are welcome, free of charge.
My boss w:rote a nice one - - " I don't care actions on election day. To whatever extent you
about the elections, you should be here." For believe in them - ideas, people, livelihoods,
THE FIRST ANNUAL TURKEY BOWL will take place in that matter, many where I work were too busy civil rights, even revolution - how can any of
Schiller Woods Forest Preserve on Saturday, November 30th. ranting at the Republicans to take 15 minutes to· th em remain a viable entity in t his land? The
Silent Majority IS there; t he awful will of the
Sponsored by the Northeastern Illinois Veteran's Association, the vote.
The man who stormed by saying "Is he a majority - meaning that with i5 to 20o/~ of the
Turkey Bowl will pit veterans and associates from Northeastern
and Wright Junior College against an equivalent team from Democrat? Is he Polish? I don't wanna hear.. registered vote you are the winner, plus you get
a mandate thrown in for good measure.
'Triton College. Everyone is invited to ~ttend both the game and nuthin' about the Republicans," chipped in.
,The young woman who went into the polls
Turning back to an individual case, I guess
following party at the Vet's Clubhouse, 4221 W. Irving Park.
Anyone wishing to play, whether they're a veteren or not, should clutching her Sun-Times' pick of the crop signed Old Joe th e precinct captain summed it up best ·
when he sighed "Yeah, we're only buying time."
contact any member of the Vet's Club. '
too.
The woman who, when asked to come out and
You 're probably right, Joe, but
I hope we
THE 1974 RELICS YEARBOOK STAFF, formally the vote for the candidates of her choice said "I bought enough time until at least the Fourth of
BEEHIVE , is in the process of gathering material for its '74
can't, I'm sick," was chiseling away. It's furiny July.
yearbook. All clubs and organizations have been issued an
I like a big fireworks display.
appointment date for club pictures via your mailbox. If you do no ·. - - ----'----------,,--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - keep this appointment or notify us that you can't, your club will
WE'RE LOOKING FOR 25 COLLEGE GRADS
not appearfo _the '74 book. If, for some unknown reason, your
WHO DON'T HAVE TIME FOR AN MBA.
club has not yet received an appointment date,. please contact .us i---- - ------...:......:::.......:~ :..:...:::...:..--=.:...:_:...:.:..:.....:.:.:.::~~-- - ---_j
by calling Ext. 458.
We'.re looking for the kind of person who thought that a Bachelor's

BLOOD DONORS will be welcomed in A-Lounge on Tuesday
and Wednesday, November 26th and 27th, between 10 am and 3
PM.
Eligibility to be a donor i~ carefully checked before donation.
Appointments at the hour of your convenience can be made in
Health Service. Extension 355 or 356.

DID YOU get your 1973 Yearbook? If not and you want one,
truck on by the North Dining Hall on Monday November 18. We
will be handing them out all day free to those who were here in
1973.
THE STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILD• REN is hosting the first annual "Skate For the Special"
Skate-a-thon on Sunday, Nov. 17th from 4:15 to 7:15 pm. at the
Skokie Skatium, 9300 Brox, Skokie. All funds raised will be
· don"a ted to Muscular Dystrophy, Leukemia Research Foundation,
and Chicago Ass'n. for Reatrded Citizens. Anyone wishing to
become a skating contestant may obt~in further information by
contacting Dr. Bell -,- Sp. Ed. 4th floor, or Scott Kroman, Pres.
S.C.E.C. at 539-2589.

degree was ali·,ne needed for a career with a future.
,
We're ,ooking for the kind of person who is willing 'to invest 16
weeks m himself to get the most out of his working years.
We've got an accelerated program in the applied skills of Business
Administraticn that is no n-theoretical and can be completed in a single
semester.
If you think we're kidding-Clip this coupon or call (312) 454-0880.

----------ebia 1ia,~1Qute -- ~ ----for post graduate education in bJsiness
10 S . RIVERSIDE PLAZA - CHICAGO , I LLINOIS 60606
312/454-0880.

name

telephone no.

ad dress
ci t y

state

ZI

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY -

Th ousands of Topics

$2. 75 per page
Send for you r up-to-date,
176-page, mai l order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover -postage (1-2
days deliv. ery t ime ).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
- SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our ma terials are sol-d for
research purposes only
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Vets seek ·end to ;011 woes
by Mary Robandt
Monday was Veteran's Day.
State Senator Richard Newhouse, - t he planned speaker,
didn 't show up, but the small,
vocal group of veterans at the
seminar -wasn't
surprised.
His
office
said
Senator

promises and commitments to
Vietnam vets often get lost in
the shuffle of red tape and
politics.
The current bill asking for
increased benefits was on
everyone's mind, and the UNI
Veteran's Office conducted t he

Veteran's Coordinator Jimmy Ross addresses UN I
the unemployment situation. [Photo by Paul Manda]

Newhouse got - lost, -tiut the
vets agreed that ~overnment's

vets · on

meeting, answering questions
abou t the status of the bill,

which asks for a general
_increase, extension of time to
48 months, and availability of
student loans to veterans. 50
senators have already committed themselves to passage, but
President Ford intends to veto
it as " inflationary". This
rationale drew angry reactions
from the vets. T hey agreed
that the bill would keep vets
off the tight job market, as
Ford wants, and in school; and
that to cut back on benefits
shows ingratitude for the
services the government felt so
necessary a few years ago.
A representative from t he
Regional VA Office, Dave
Walters, agreed that popular
opinion _is unfairly prejudiced
against Vietnam era vets,
"because of the kind of war it
was. " (Someone whispered
loudly, " we lost it, that's
why! " ). The representative, a
soft-spoken, apologetic man,
said that t he VA is sincerely
trying to cut down on "technical difficulties. " He said that
the Office can only administer
the law as it exists, when the
vets complained about the
inadequacy of their benefits.
1,352 new VA reps were placed
on campuses in 1973, he said,
98% of whom are Vietnam
veterans . In 1969, he said,
"our regional office had 53
people; now we have over
200." The increase in personnel, he hopes , will improve
services.
Anticipating the question
from the audience, he offered a

breakdown of the $14.1 billion
VA budget: 70.3% goes directly to payments to veterans,
24.7% to medical care, 2.1% to
hospital construction, and
2.9% to· general operating
expenses. He answered specific
questions about t he Military
Scholarship, Vocational Reha bilitation benefits, and part time student procedures to
maximize available allotments.
In closing, he suggested that
the "29 ·million vets in t he
population is a pretty lar ge
minority " , and they should get
together to advance their own
interests.
Ms. Valerie Gallagher of the
Placement Center addressed
the audience about employment problems, stressing that
students "must know what
you want to do" before jobhunting. " The real 'kiss of
death' to employers" , she said,
"is, 'I'd like to work with
people' - there are about 3
thousand jobs t hat fit. You
have to define and clarify your
job objectives and prepare for
a given job slot.''
Unemployment is not across-the-board, she added, but
hits mostly liberal arts grads.
While business and industry
aren't recruiting as in the 60's,
5/ 6 jobs are still in the private
sector of business and industry, and only 1/ 6 in governmental or social agencies.
Computer services and medical
techologists, for example, have
a good future.
Ron Wendall of the Finan-

'Irregularities' claimed

NOW
o·PEN FOR·-LUNCH

Senate elections Slammed
by Jeff Clever
The Student Senate held it's
bi-weekly meeting at 7: 00 p .m .
Nov. 11 , with the largest
attendance in recent weeks.
The most explosive issue was
' raised near t he end of the long
meeting.
Senator Ron Porche set
forth a grievance paper containing 5 major complaints
concerning the recent election:
1) t ha t the student election
board never met, 2) students
were allowed to vote without
presenting I.D .'S or receipt
numbers because t hey knew ·
t he election judges, 3) ballots
were suspect ed to have been
tampered with by having an
inside stamp , 4) illegal campaigning occurred at the polls,
and 5) irregularities were
involved with the djsplay of
sample invalid ballots--_- Senator Porche summed up
his charges by proposing the
the election be called or t hat a
hearing be held. Secretary Pat
W ellbank replied by saying
that due to illness and other
duties, the rest of the members ·
of the election board were
unable to meet . She also said
that members of the board
were present to judge the

elections and that Sen . Porche
fact that he can also call a
him.s elf was present ·at the
meeting a t h is d iscre tion .
table. Wellbank sta ted t hat
President Lasser's concluding
Sen. Porche was present · when
comment was " File a comit was agreed that a person be
plaint with t hem (St udent
Affairs )."
allowed to vote without an
I.D . number. Tom Lasser,
In other issues covered , the
President of the Senate, added
Chicano Student's Union was
t hat only fictitiou s names were
granted a permanent charter.
u sed on the sample ballots
A request followed for funding
showing invalidity, and sug- by Student Affairs. An item- gested that the matt er be ized requisition asking for a
taken before the Student little more than $4,000 in .
Affairs Committee. Sen. P or- - funds. The motion to grant
che _a~knowledged t hat he is
these funds was tabled until a
on Student Affairs himself:
detailed study could be taken .
but must have overlooked the

IT'S HAPPENING University Choral Ensembles:

CHORUS
CHAMBER SINGERS
MADRIGAL SINGERS
FOLK MUSIC ENSEMBLE
Contact James A. Lucas, Director
C - 627

Ext. 578

cial Aid office answered questions about general financial
aid for veterans. While G. I.
bill recipients will have a hard
time getting loans and grants
because of their additional
income, there are ways to
juggle available benefits, especially for married vets with
dependents. Single vets will
,have to prove self-support
's tatus, he said, eve·n though
the general rule poses some
unfair restrict ions on veterans
not faced by civilian student s .
He suggested that the vets
lobby to haV-e the dependent
student status of veterans who
live at home for a short period
· after leaving the service changed, and advised them to
" look at all the choices" for
financing t heir educations. ,
Lou Bielakowski of UNI's
Veterans Office reminded the
audience that he is t heir link
with the V.A. and is available
5 days a week to help them
and answer questions. "I represent you, the veterans, not
only the VA," he said.
The 2-hour m~eting closed
with a reminder that the Vet's
Club, located at 4221 Irving
Park, is open to everyone to
socialize and give moral support to each other. Vets were ·
encouraged to stick together
and support the National Association for Concerned Veterans and other groups· who are
" pounding on the doors in
Washington" to get benefits
improved.

HIDDEN COVE
-oPEN AT 11 am. daily
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Jazz 6nSemble baubles bangles & brass

The three witches get together to ·1ook up a bit of wisdom. [Photo
by Peg Gorman]

"Dinny'' is._ a "WOrl~ stopper"
by Steve Novak
While it is not my inborn
nature to attend anything less
than professional theater, the
fact that I am a critic (which
may or may not be debated by
some) compels m9 to attend
almost anything that is free.
This was my state of mind
when I saw the opening night
of UNl's "Dinny and the
Witches."
Instead, I was treated to a
grand play despite all of the
technical flaws . It was the
story of Dinny (Douglas C.
Desilets), who made the world
stop by blowing his trumpet.
The only trouble was t.he
difference in t he quality
between the real trumpet and
the times he tried to blow it on
his own. However, thespians
do not have to be musicians ,
and his performance was
admirable.
Dinny was looking for
perfection. While unknown to
him, it could be found as close
as the club where he was
playing, in the person of Amy
(Darlene. Susan Wise). She
gave credence to a role that
could have become utterly
horrendous, and I tip my hat
to her.
While walking through Central Park at night (no easy
- task), he came upon Luella
(Kathy O'Donnell), Ulga
(Cheryl Hamada), and Zenobia
(Terry Kozlowski), three witch-

The Adventures of

es who rule the world. His
music makes the world stop
and he becomes the ruler.
Dinny sets out to change the
world with radical promises (it
· is an election year), and is
· en.c ountered by many of the
world's problems; the most
moving being a scene with the
blind man, Ben (Patrick J .
D illon). However , shooting
stars seem to obsess Dinny
and finally prove to be his
undoing.
The play has a surprise
ending which demands your
presence until the very end,
and you will b~ glad you
stayed. The plaf flows very
smoothly and Dinny's character change is well noted.
Various transitions between
scenes_ are done reasonably
smoothly.
My only criticisms are the
less-than-perfect sound effects. ,
The displaced t rumpet, the
hail of ping-pong balls, and the
washtub thunder are my major
complaints. While I'm on the
subject of sound, let me not
fail to mention the trumpet
artistry of Mark Skolnik and
t he piano of Marina V. ·
Bowman.
Many people may try to find
the deep, philosopical meaning
behind William Gibson's play ,
citing all the inherent symbolism. Don't even try. The play
was written to be entertaining
and should be enjoyed in the
same way.

A<HAIA <LAUSS

by Jean Ikezoe
The exciting sounds of brass
filled the auditorium Monday
night when the UNI Jazz
Ensemble gave their first
concert of the season.
Opening with "Hayburner,"
the jazz ensemble performed a
bright and enter!iaining concert. Duane McDowell, director of the ensemble, led the
group before a crowd of several
hundred people.
Their third number, enl
titled "Essay On Royalty,"
was one of two songs performed and written by UNI
alumnus Tom . Hilliard. This
number utilized the talents of
the group'. s very .strong saxo-

phoiie section, composed of six
young men and women. -Vocalist Jan Vogel added
her talents to the show by
performing "What the World
Needs Now," "The Shadow of
Your Smile," and "This Is My
Life" with the ensemble. Other
numbers included "Dead Ringer," "I Left My Heart In San
Francisco," "Tone Poem," and
Hilliard's "Work Song, Gospel, and Jubilee."
The UNI Jazz Ensemble
performed smoothly and extremely competently through
their numbers. Two of ' tl~eir
best songs were "Bill Bailey
(Won't You Please Come
Home) " and "Us," by Van

Jones, whfoh the audience
thoroughly enjoyed.
Although the entire twentyfour piece jazz ensemble did a
fine job, outstanding members
were Bob Gradl and Shopan
Entesari, on sax; George
Sawyn, guitar; Mike Gillman .
and Bob Demos, on trumpet ;
Neil Hecht and Mike Gassman drums; Greg Wojick,
trombone; and Brian Keady,
piano.
Their final number, " Jabber
Wocky and Titinum Blues, "
brought the jazz ensemble a
standing ovation. An encore
number "Pussy-wiggle
Stomp, " concluded one of
UNl's finest jazz concerts.

Comedy comments
on the ~merican way'~
1

by JCWynn
BURLESQUE COMEDY. That's the best
way to describe the current offering at the
BARRY ST. FREE THEATRE . The show,
" EAST LIBERTY, PA, " was written by UNI's
Allan Bates. It is constructed as a series ·of
thematically connected burlesque skits culminating in satires on "The Golden Arches" and
Kate Smith. It pursues as its major themes the
get-rich-quick mentality, and mad rush of the
industrialists to lay waste to America The
Beautiful.
The script seems to hang together well,
though it was difficult to tell as the performance
got off to a slow start. The show depends
heavily on two elements, comic timing and
spectacle. The slow start was due to the
Mother's (Alpha Dortch) wooden stage presence
and to a failure in the comic timing. This failure
in timing was not the fault of the actors. Rather,
it was a result of the show's dependance on
spectacle. As such it was a f~ult, not of the
script, but of the production. Too many good
lines were t hrown away because the actors were
wasting time and effort in manipulating the
stage machinery. There is absolutely nothing
wrong in having the machinery in full view of
the audie{ice. The purpose of t he show is :
obviously better served by keeping the audience
aware that they are in a theatre, and not by
creating "magic time." However, if · the
manipulating must be done by the actors, the
machinery must run smoothly enough to not
intel"fere with the flow of the action. Even

~

accepting the limited conditions under which the
show is presented, the creaking machinery
'.
wears on the senses.
,
Sam Guerrero jas Sonny), remembered for his
fine performance in " Little Mary Sunshine,"
excellently uses his body as a vehicle of
expression. His movements are descriptive and
well controlled. They are balanced by an ability
to sit motionless and project his presence,
demanding the attention of the audience, or to
shrink into the set and become lost.
Mary Zentmyer (as The Girl) is well cast in a
role which demands changes from a motionless
portrayal of Miss Liberty to that of an
animated cold drink vendor. Ms. Zentmyer
moves well on the stage. She maintains a strong
sense of her character even while interspersing
ad-libs with her lines while selling grape soda.
The influence of Richard Hesler (who plays
Mr. America), as direc'tor and an experienced
acting coach, on these actors is apparent. His
exuberance as Mr. America goes far in
converying the frenzy with which the capitalists
have gobbled up the resources of the country.
As is usual when the director takes on a major
acting role, the overall production seems to
suffer. The show would have benefited from
having the eye of the director out front creating
tableaus.
In spite of its slow start, t he show is a fun
evening. It is one long humorous comment on
the "American Way," which leaves one with
cause to ponder which direction that is.

To enjoy exquisite taste and bouquet, serve DEMESTICA RED WINE .
This quality wine has been the favorite of Greece for centuries.
" chaia -Clauss. Imported ·trom Greece by Car il lon Importers , Ltd ., New 'liork, N.Y. 100·22

ANYWAY, IT'S
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foR sAlE
For Sale-Bass climbing
boots, size 10 M, Valued at
$60.00 for sale at $50.00 or
best- offer. Phone 583-9742.
Only ·worn once, excellent
condition like brand new. Most
sell.
For sale-Kidney Shaped walnut desk and chair; 11 by 11
- Olive green plush chair; 10,300
BTU Friedrich air conditioner;
6,000BTU Coldspot air conditioner. Best offer, all items are
in excellent condition. Call ext.
8250 (evenings 588-34 79)
Custom . Ba·ss AMP
covers. 2 bottoms, 4-15
spks,, 200 watt head
metallic $400. Call Kev
6:00pm. 966-5597.

with
inch
· blue
after

, Vox Essex Bass Amp. 2-12
, inch ~pks: with covers and
'. cart. $12ii'.' 'Call 966-5597.

_-jobs Wanted-Part-time P.E. assistant to P .E . head. Teaching
from 9:00-2:00pm. Mon-Fri.
(with possibility of coaching

an after-school sport). Call
William Geer, 549-0172, at the
Francis Parker School, 330 W.
Webster.
Morning position available in
Day Care Center, Evanston.
Also 1-hour (4-5pm) 5 days a
week. Chicago Center. Prefer
experience _with young children. Ext. 8181.
Models wanted-Midwest
Photo Assn. seeks attractive
gals for fashion modeling.
Salary $12-$20 per hour.
Must be 5'3" or under, no
experience nee., hours flexible,
call 332-3768.

pERSON4lS

Berkun, 237-8695 • after 6:30
weekdays. Will arrange for
pick up or other.

Buffeteria annex.

good time. Happy Birt hday !
Your " sweet" sis

Lost ; beige tan vinyl notebook
type folder with a lined
notepad inside. Pad contained
notes of a committee meeting
on adult education which are
necessary for further meetings.
Cover of vinyl was printed in
brown, showing a facsimile of a
19th century recruitment poster. Reward. Call ext. 31;i0.

John,
You really should try smiling
more often. Soon you'll be
acting like a computer, too.
P .S. Your sense of humor is
improving lately
Lynda,
Here it is!!! Your very own
personal. I just wish I had
something to say.

Sharon Reif-Your wallet was
found by a student and it is at
the Lost & Found in the Game
Room. Please pick it up as
soon as possible.

P.
Ron, plan B could st~ go into
effect if its not too late. Really
hope you and Carol enjoy the
coming years. Have a nice
wedding.
the only writer you know

foR RENT
Apartment to sublet or new
lease. Jan. 1, 1975. $130 rent, 5
blocks from campus. 5394667.
,Sublet: 3 rm. basement apt. 2
blocks from UNI. Rent $110
per month. Available this
month. Call 539-3284 before 1
noon.

Lost-One Pink spiral ring
notebook containing class
notes. If found, please contact
Jean at the Print Office, E-214,
ext. 454.

To_J.K.
You were magnificient in
Dinny. Thank God you can act
better than you can cook. Keep
up the good work. Go Pack.
Flash

I personally invite all my
friends to a gala opening today
(Nov. 15, Fri.) from 3:00-7 :00
pm. at the North River
Community Gallery, 3307 W.
Bryn Mawr (near Kedzie).
Come join me for some " super
Wanted, free materials for goodies".
Uptown School. If these are .
Pearl Mesta
available in some quantity. 1.
Old magazines (Life, Look,
Want · to make new friends?
etc.), 2. Old newspapers, 3. Meet new people? Have fun?
Egg cartons, 4. Old crayons, 5. Join Alpha Rho Omega
Old paints, 6. Scissors or Sorority. Meetings every Tues.
rulers. Please call Sheldon thru Nov . . 7:30 pm. South

INFORMATION ON
ABORTION
To 24 weeks

GailHappy 19th. You've finally
made it and now the foursome
can go out for drinks. Maybe
we'll find some WFM 's in our
escapades.
Bundoon

State Licensed Clinics
Chicago and Suburbs
Open 7 days a week
Call 8:30 a.m. to
8:00 P :ID .

Connie,
I bet this birt h d ay is
different from any other
y ou 've had before . Don 't
change too much but have a

275-8292

12 East Grand Avenue, Room 301
Chicago, Ill inois 60611 U .S.A .
Phone (312) 644-3400
6427 N. Sheridan Road
8:00 p,m.

A3

Richard Ru sh

Children's Film Festival (25t')
Stud ent Films
Pi rosmani (U.S.S. R.)
Th e Cars That Ate Pa ris (Australia)
If It Itches (U.S.A.)

11:00 a,m,
4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m,
9:15 p.m.
11 :30 p.m.

Bl
82
83
84
85

George Shengelaya
Peter Weir
Da vid Thomas

Sunday
Nov. 10

La Prima Angelica (S pain)
Once Upon a Time in the East (Canada)
An Evening with Vincente Min ne/Ii
(Live intervi ew, film clips)

3:00 p,m,
6:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

C2
C3
C4

Monday
Nov, 11

La Paloma (Swi tzerland/ France)
A Bigger Spla sh (England)

7:00 p.m.
9:15 p.m.

D3
04

Tu esday
Nov. 12

Assa ssi nation of Ryoma (Japan)
No Stars in the Jungle (Peru)

7:00 p.m.
9:15 p.m.

E3
E4

Kazu o Kuroki
Armando Robles Godoy

Wednesday
Nov. 13

Salvation (Poland)
The Circumstance (Italy)

7:00 p.m.
9:15 p.m,

F3
F4

Edward Zebrowski
Ermanno Olmi

Thursday

Nov. 14

The Wild and the Brave (U.S.A.)
The Earth Is Our Si nful Song (Finland)

.):00 p.m.
9:15 p.m,

G3
G4

Eugene S. Jones
Ra uni Mollberg

Friday
Nov. 15

Alice In The City (Germany)
25, Fireman's Street (Hungary)

7:00 p.m.
9:15 p.m,

H3
H4

Wi m Wenders
Istvan Szabo

Saturday
Nov, 16

Children's Film Festival (25t)
Short Subjects
The Infernal Trio (France)
Stardust (England)

11:00 a,m.
4:00 p.m.
7:QO p.m.
9:15 p,m,

(ii )
(i2)
(i3)
(i4)

Francis Girod
Michael Apted

Tribute to Robert Wise
The Duel (U.S.S.R.)
Photography (Hunga ry)

3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m,
8:15 p,m,

J2
J3
J4

Joseph Heifitz
Pal Zolnay

Fear Ea ts the Soul -Ali (Germany)

Friday

Freebie and the Bean (U.S.A.)

Nov. 8
Saturday
Nov, 9

Sunday

Nov. 17

Carlos Sau ra
Andre Brassard

Daniel Schmid
• Jack Hazan

Monday
Nov. 18

7:00 p.m,
9:15 p.m.

K3
K4

Rainer -Werner Fassbinder

To be announced

Name : _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ Address : _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __
Cit y : _ _ _ _ _ _ Sta te : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ __ _ Phone : _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Tuesday
Nov. 19

Why Rock The Boat' (Ca nada)
Village Perfor mance of Hamlet (Yugosla vi a)

7:00 p.m.
9,15 p,m,

L3
L4

Joh n Howe
Krsto Papic

Tot al $2.50 Ti ckets:
To t al ser ies ($14 .001 T ickets : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Wri te in code numbe rs of perfo rmances you wan t to see: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ $2.50each .

Wednesday
Nov. 20

Les Enfa nts Terrible (France)
To be announced

7:00 p,m ,
9:15 p.m.

M3
M4

Jea n-Pierre Melville

Thursday
Nov. 21

Th e Infernal Trio
Cri tics Choice

7:00 p.m,
9:15 p.m,

N3
N4

Franci s Girod

Ple ase make yo ur check or mo ney orde r p aya ble to the Ch icago In ternation al F ilm Festiva l. Enclose a stamped , self-addressed
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X-C~untry pl~ces 4th
in confer~nce comedy''
11

Varsity team member John Waytula tries to get around alumnus
.Don Lau for .a bucket, but it looks like they're finger-tip to
finger-tip . The action occurred last Friday when the alumni met
th_e varsity in an exhibition game. [Photo by Roseann Podraza]

V~ball -tunes
up for state
The Women's Volleyball
Team warmed up for this
weekend's state playoffs by
playing 5 matches in 4 days
last week. They added 4 wins
and 1 loss to their already
impressive record, bringing
their season total to 19-2. On
Wednesday, they played at
DePaul Univ., and despite all
the delays because of late
officials and no place to play,
they beat DePaul for the
second time this year, 15-0,
15-10. Thursday, t he team
travelled to DeKalb, where
they defeated Northern, 15-11 ,
15-6.
Saturday, October 9, Guzik's girls went to the UICC
gym to take on regionally
ranked Wes tern Michigan,
Northern Illinois, and last
years' state champions, U. of
I. - Chgo.- Circle. The first
game against W. Mich. went
by smoothly enough with only
3 people needing to serve for
UNI, in t he 15-1 victory. The
second game was a lit tle
closer, 15-9, but Northeastern
grabbed an early lead and held
it throughout t he game. The
second game found us playing
•
NIU,
again.
This time
it
.
.
.
- took
Nort heastern 3 games to
knock off Northern, wit h
.

scores of 15-4, 10-15, 15-1.
The last game of t he
day and the one most looked
forward to, was t he match-up
of Northeastern Illinois, who
finished 9th in the nation last
year, and Circle, defending
state champions. Overtime
seemed to be the killer for
Northeastern as they lost both
games after the 8 minutes of
playing time had run out. In
the first game, it didn't take
long as Circle took advantage
of the first serve they had to
score the one point needed to
win 12-10. In the second game,
Northeastern hung on for dear
life as the clock ran out with
the score tied at 10-10. UNI
almost had t hem a couple of
times, as the score see-sawed
back and forth , but could not
seem to get the big play when
needed. The game was characterized by too many individual mistakes, which Circle
eventually won 17-15.
However, the team's been
practicing hard and, barring
any injuries, is ready for the
state playoffs at Western Illinois, this weekend, November
15, 16, and 17. Good Luck and
let's prove we're 1st in the
state.

by Al Albert
On Saturday, Nov. 9th,
Northeastern's Cross Country
team competed in its final
meet of the 1974 season. The
Golden Eagles captured 4th
place in the 1st-ever Chicagoland Collegiate Conference
Championship meet . St. Francis College of Joliet. won t he
team title, placing 5 runners in
the top six.
Unfortunately t he big story
of the day was the inferior
manner in which the "championship " meet was run .
Originally , the meet was
scheduled to be run at Lewis
University, a course which was
well-known by all the teams
since the District Championship had been held there in
October. However, for some
strange reason t he meet was
re-scheduled, wit h just two
days notice, to the unknown
Inwood Country Club course

in Joliet.
The course itself provided
many problems as .it lacked
sufficient marking and caused
many runners to take wrong .
turns. Also, the distance of t he
course appeared to be estimated, as the runners ' times
showed that the 5-mile race
was actually closer to 6.
Adding to the confusion, basic
rules were changed and St.
Francis , Lewis, and Circle were
permitted to enter mot e than
the maximum 7 runners for a
championship meet. This put
Northeastern and other teams
with small rosters at a .
disadvantage. The extra runners also caused scoring to be .
confusing and eventually messed up. Finally, to make the
affair a total farce, an elbowing
match and a fight between a
Circle runner and a St . Francis
runner occurred mi dway
through the race, and neither

was disqualified.
Despite all the shenanigans,
the meet did · feature some
good cross-country running.
Dave "Pineapple" Casillas of
St. Francis was the meet's
individual winner. Senior Den. nis Xanos, running his last
race for Northeastetn, led the
Golden E agle scoring with a '
14th place finish . Other
finishes of Northeastern runners were: Al Albert 18th, Don
Orzeske 24th, Pat Dunning
25th, Bob J ost 26t h, Mike "
Ilczyszyn 29t h, and Ellis Casie
30th .
Northea s t ern coach Bill
We stwood described hi s
team's 4th place finish and the
meet as "disappointing." Perhaps, next season t he coaches
of the Conference will arrange
to meet in advance and plan to
make t he race a real " championship " affair.

"Rousing"

CSU plows Eagles under 12-2
game scored · by -Mike Setze
burger. assisted by Tony Lazaro and
. Things were tight during the
The game against Chicago · Armen Ouzounnian at 18:14 of
night and the first period was
,
State was rousing, with lots of the final pe_riod .
scoreless. The second period,
Coach .ltay Biondo is still
hitting, and well executed as
however, was quite different.
quite ent husiastic about the
well as cheap unnecessary
UNI's Mike Setze assisted by
remainder
of t he schedule,
shots. The penalties included
Jeff Kadonga scored at 9: 04.
high sticking, holding, rough- even t hough t here have been
Then Sean Alcock scored
ing, spearing, boarding, 5 key injuries within the squad.
unassisted at . 9:49 of the
Northeastern's next confronm inu t e mi scondu cts , gam e
middle period. However, Mortation
will take place Saturdisqualifications, and even a
raine got this one back when
p en a lty to CSU 's goalie , day, November 16, at the Niles
Galassi, assisted by J . Cook,
Sports Complex against Loyserved by a te~mmate.
scored at 4:30 of the period.
ola at 10pm. The game
Chgo. State's George HanThen Sean Alcock for our side
sen was very busy offensively promises to be one of the most
scored another unassisted goal
Friday night. He had a 3 goal physical games yet.
at 14 :57 - of the period. In
Saturday night our Gol- ' answer to this goal, the same
hat trick plus another goal in
den Eagles turned around,
the final period. Bobby Dyer
combination of Galassi and
had 2 goals, ·the first one at making a comeback in defeatCook scored at ,17 :24 of the
18:4 1 of the fir s t period ing the team from Morraine
second period making the
assisted by Pat Folliard, and Valley Commurnty College in a
tally, after two periods, UNI 3,
the second at :49 of tfie 3rd close game, 4 to 2.
' MVCC 2.
It was a hard-hitting game. /
period. So losing to last year's
In t he 3rd period the Gplden
UNI had 9 players sitting in
champs 12 to 2 wasn 't so bad.
Eagles put the game away
the penalty box t hroughout
when Tony Lazaro, assisted by
UNI , a day late and a dollar
the .game while MUCC had 6
J eff Kadonga, made it 4-2 at ·
short, scored twice in the final
11 :54 of tha t period. So
period. The final goal of the in the " Sin Bin " . A ten minute
in addition to a 2 without Sean Alcock,'s unasperiod. Sean Alcock, assisted misconduct
'
.
sisted ,efforts, it could have
by Dan V!n Haute, scored on minute elbowing penalty were
a breakaway at 6:53 of t he assessed to UNl's Bob Hess- been a long night for UNI.
By Larry Brittan

1

lntramurals continue
by Pauline Phi~ipps
The conclusion of men 's
intramural touch football, has
opened t he way to men's
badminton , wrestling and
ping-pong.
Approximately 48 men participated in the touch football
games this fall. Four teams,
The Rollers , GDI, Cross
Country, and National Ice,
were organized very early in
October. Each team plays six
games, with National Ice and
the Rollers playing in the
championship game. The Rollers, led by Perry Gunderson,
came out on top 14-9. The rest
of the team consisted of Will
Rey, Mike Ansalms, Tony
Bruno, • Tom Czarik, Bruce

Donash, John O'Keefe, John
Dombrowski , Bob Dundee,
Chuck Di Prima, Scott Anderson, and Wayne Dombrowski.
Intramural badminton was
t he next competition immediately started. The first set of
games were played Thursday,
November 7. Mr. F aloona, the
coordina tor of t he g am es·,
seeded t he player from t he
past competition and class
play. Byes were given to Reid
Adler, who won the championship last year ; Bili Havensak,
last years third place winner ;
W allie · Fitzgibbons , Don
Kmeick, Bill Sacheck, and
Dave Farber. Going into the
semi-final were Adler vs
Sacheck and Farber vs Fitz-

gibbons . Reed Adler and
Wally Fitzgibbons succeeded
to the finals, which will be
played later this week.
Mr. Schimpf has organized
intramural wrestling which has
just begun this past week.
There are 10 weight divisions.
The matches are played at
I :00pm on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, as all other intramurals are.
On the int ramural bulletin
board by t he gym t here is a .
sign up sh·eet for men's table
tennis ~ompetition. Everyone
who.signs up will start play on
Tuesday, December 3. Table
tennis will conclude the fall
semester intramurals.
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